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Advances in Cryptology – CRYPTO 2013 2013-08-15
the two volume set lncs 8042 and lncs 8043 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 33rd
annual international cryptology conference crypto 2013 held in santa barbara ca usa in august
2013 the 61 revised full papers presented in lncs 8042 and lncs 8043 were carefully reviewed
and selected from numerous submissions two abstracts of the invited talks are also included in
the proceedings the papers are organized in topical sections on lattices and fhe foundations of
hardness cryptanalysis mpc new directions leakage resilience symmetric encryption and prfs
key exchange multi linear maps ideal ciphers implementation oriented protocols number
theoretic hardness mpc foundations codes and secret sharing signatures and authentication
quantum security new primitives and functional encryption

Encyclopedia of Ocean Engineering 2022-06-29
this encyclopedia adopts a wider definition for the concept of ocean engineering specifically it
includes 1 offshore engineering fixed and floating offshore oil and gas platforms pipelines and
risers cables and moorings buoy technology foundation engineering ocean mining marine and
offshore renewable energy aquaculture engineering and subsea engineering 2 naval
architecture ship and special marine vehicle design intact and damaged stability technology for
energy efficiency and green shipping ship production technology decommissioning and
recycling 3 polar and arctic engineering ice mechanics ice structure interaction polar
operations polar design environmental protection 4 underwater technologies auv rov design
auv rov hydrodynamics maneuvering and control and underwater specific communicating and
sensing systems for auv rovs it summarizes the a z of the background and application
knowledge of ocean engineering for use by ocean scientists and ocean engineers as well as
nonspecialists such as engineers and scientists from all disciplines economists students and
politicians ocean engineering theories ocean devices and equipment ocean design and
operation technologies are described by international experts many from industry and each
entry offers an introduction and references for further study making current technology and
operating practices available for future generations to learn from the book also furthers our
understanding of the current state of the art leading to new and more efficient technologies
with breakthroughs from new theory and materials as the land resources approach the
exploitation limit ocean resources are becoming the next choice for the sustainable
development as such ocean engineering is vital in the 21st century

Advances in Cryptology -- CRYPTO 2014 2014-07-14
the two volume set lncs 8616 and lncs 8617 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 34th
annual international cryptology conference crypto 2014 held in santa barbara ca usa in august
2014 the 60 revised full papers presented in lncs 8616 and lncs 8617 were carefully reviewed
and selected from 227 submissions the papers are organized in topical sections on symmetric
encryption and prfs formal methods hash functions groups and maps lattices asymmetric
encryption and signatures side channels and leakage resilience obfuscation fhe quantum



cryptography foundations of hardness number theoretic hardness information theoretic
security key exchange and secure communication zero knowledge composable security secure
computation foundations secure computation implementations

From Electrons to Elephants and Elections 2022-04-08
this highly interdisciplinary book covering more than six fields from philosophy and sciences all
the way up to the humanities and with contributions from eminent authors addresses the
interplay between content and context reductionism and holism and their meeting point the
notion of emergence much of today s science is reductionist bottom up in other words
behaviour on one level is explained by reducing it to components on a lower level chemistry is
reduced to atoms ecosystems are explained in terms of dna and proteins etc this approach fails
quickly since we can t cannot extrapolate to the properties of atoms solely from schrödinger s
equation nor figure out protein folding from an amino acid sequence or obtain the phenotype of
an organism from its genotype an alternative approach to this is holism top down consider an
ecosystem or an organism as a whole seek patterns on the same scale model a galaxy not as
400 billion point masses stars but as an object in its own right with its own properties spiral
elliptic or a hurricane as a structured form of moist air and water vapour reductionism is
largely about content whereas holistic models are more attuned to context reductionism
content and holism context are not opposing philosophies in fact they work best in tandem join
us on a journey to understand the multifaceted dialectic concerning this duo and how they
shape the foundations of sciences and humanities our thoughts and the very nature of reality
itself

Introduction to Construction Management 2015-01-09
management in the construction industry is a complex task with team members often
undertaking hazardous work complying with stacks of regulations and legal requirements and
under the constant threat of plans going awry however there is no need for all construction
management textbooks to be so complicated starting with a general overview of the industry
introduction to construction management is the beginner s guide to key concepts terms
processes and practices associated with modern construction management in the uk supported
by diagrams illustrations and case studies this book explores construction management from a
variety of perspectives including production management commercial management quality
management health and safety management environmental management also incorporated are
important industry trends including sustainability corporate social responsibility and the
advent of bim this is the most approachable text available for anyone starting to learn about
construction management at hnc hnd fdsc or bsc level

Web Services and Formal Methods 2014-06-24
this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post workshop proceedings of the 10th
international workshop on services and formal methods ws fm 2013 held in beijing china in



august 2013 the 8 papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 19 submissions
they cover aspects such as control flow relations using petri nets consistency of cloud stores
model checking model drives design analysis of context aware systems

Current Trends in Ergonomics 2013-12-30
collection of selected peer reviewed papers from the 2nd international conference on
ergonomics ice 2013 september 2 4 2013 kuala lumpur malaysia volume is indexed by thomson
reuters cpci s wos the 58 papers are grouped as follows chapter 1 digital human modeling
chapter 2 design for special population disable and aging chapter 3 environmental ergonomics
chapter 4 agriculture ergonomics chapter 5 ergonomics awareness training and education
chapter 6 ergonomics design chapter 7 ergonomics and work design chapter 8 health care
ergonomics chapter 9 musculoskeletal disorders chapter 10 transport ergonomics

XIII Mediterranean Conference on Medical and
Biological Engineering and Computing 2013 2013-10-01
the general theme of medicon 2013 is research and development of technology for sustainable
healthcare this decade is being characterized by the appearance and use of emergent
technologies under development this situation has produced a tremendous impact on medicine
and biology from which it is expected an unparalleled evolution in these disciplines towards
novel concept and practices the consequence will be a significant improvement in health care
and well fare i e the shift from a reactive medicine to a preventive medicine this shift implies
that the citizen will play an important role in the healthcare delivery process what requires a
comprehensive and personalized assistance in this context society will meet emerging media
incorporated to all objects capable of providing a seamless adaptive anticipatory unobtrusive
and pervasive assistance the challenge will be to remove current barriers related to the lack of
knowledge required to produce new opportunities for all the society while new paradigms are
created for this inclusive society to be socially and economically sustainable and respectful
with the environment in this way these proceedings focus on the convergence of biomedical
engineering topics ranging from formalized theory through experimental science and
technological development to practical clinical applications

The Handbook of Global Agricultural Markets
2014-06-23
this book is a one stop reference for practitioners and academics in finance business and
economics providing a holistic reference to the international agriculture business it takes a
multidisciplinary approach looking at the issues opportunities and investable themes in the
global agricultural space combining research and practical tools



Public-Key Cryptography -- PKC 2014 2014-02-20
this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 17th international conference on practice
and theory in public key cryptography pkc 2014 held in buenos aires argentina in march 2014
the 38 papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 145 submissions the
papers are organized in topical sections on chosen ciphertext security re encryption verifiable
outsourcing cryptanalysis identity and attribute based encryption enhanced encryption
signature schemes related key security functional authentication quantum impossibility privacy
protocols

The Routledge Companion to Banking Regulation and
Reform 2016-10-04
the routledge companion to banking regulation and reform provides a prestigious cutting edge
international reference work offering students researchers and policy makers a comprehensive
guide to the paradigm shift in banking studies since the historic financial crisis in 2007 the
transformation in banking over the last two decades has not been authoritatively and critically
analysed by the mainstream academic literature this unique collection brings together a multi
disciplinary group of leading authorities in the field to analyse and investigate post crisis
regulation and reform representing the wide spectrum of non mainstream economics and
finance topics range widely from financial innovation to misconduct in banking varieties of
eurozone banking to reforming dysfunctional global banking as well as topical issues such as
off shore financial centres libor fixing corporate governance and the dodd frank act bringing
together an authoritative range of international experts and perspectives this invaluable body
of heterodox research work provides a comprehensive compendium for researchers and
academics of banking and finance as well as regulators and policy makers concerned with the
global impact of financial institutions

Fundamentals of Software Engineering 2013-08-30
this book constitutes the proceedings of the 5th ipm international conference on fundamentals
of software engineering fsen 2013 held in tehran iran in april 2013 the 17 full papers presented
in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 65 submissions the topics of interest
in fsen span over all aspects of formal methods especially those related to advancing the
application of formal methods in software industry and promoting their integration with
practical engineering techniques

Regional Governance in Post‐NAFTA North America
2014-10-30
twenty years after nafta the consensus seems to be that the regional project in north america is
dead the trade agreement was never followed up by new institutions that might cement a more



ambitious regional community the security and prosperity partnership spp launched with some
fanfare in 2005 was quietly discontinued in 2009 and new cooperative ventures like the us
canada beyond the border talks and the us mexico merida initiative suggest that the three
governments have reverted to the familiar pre nafta pattern of informal incremental
bilateralism one could argue however that nafta itself has been buried and yet the region
somehow lives on albeit in a form very different from regional integration in other parts of the
world a diverse group of contributors from the united states canada and mexico with
experience in academia government service think tanks and the private sector bring to bear a
sophisticated and much needed examination of regional governance in north america its
historical origins its connection to the regional distribution of power and the respective
governments domestic institutions and the variance of its forms and function across different
issue areas the editors begin by surveying the literature on north american regional politics
matching up developments there with parallel debates and controversies in the broader
literatures on comparative regional integration and international policy coordination more
generally six contributors later explore the mechanisms of policy coordination in specific issue
areas each with an emphasis on a particular set of actors and with its own way of
characterizing the relevant political and diplomatic dynamics chapters on the political context
for regional policy coordination follow leading to concluding remarks on the future of north
america at a time when scholarly interest in north america seems to be waning even while
important and interesting political and economic developments are taking place this volume
will reinvigorate the study of north america as a region to better understand its past present
and future

Italy’s Top Products in World Trade 2015-03-06
this book analyzes italy s external competitiveness in detail and introduces a new index devised
by marco fortis and stefano corradini for fondazione edison that highlights the strengths of
italy s foreign trade compared with the trade performance index compiled and updated
annually by unctad wto s international trade centre the fortis corradini index fci provides
greater sectorial detail by referring to 5117 products identified according to the six digit hs
1996 international classification available on the un comtrade database the new index confirms
that contrary to widespread opinion italy is one of the world s most competitive countries with
an extraordinary position of leadership in world trade thus according to the fci for 932
products italy was either first second or third worldwide in terms of foreign trade surplus in
2012 furthermore the fci reveals for example that only three countries china germany and the
united states surpassed italy in 2012 in terms of the number of first second and third places in
their trade balance worldwide in presenting the fci and meticulous statistical data this highly
original study will be of wide interest

Public Economics in the United States 2014-06-11
this comprehensive explanation of the u s government s role in economics will be an eye
opener for anyone who wants to understand exactly what the government does and doesn t do



in this most critical area most people including many economists are not aware of the great
variety of crucial tasks and invaluable analyses undertaken by government economists this
three volume set will fill that gap with an all encompassing overview of the major economics
related work the government performs across all of its agencies and offices with 45 chapters
written by 61 leading experts the work covers every major topic in government economics
including such diverse areas as monetary policy defense spending social assistance
international trade antitrust and environmental protection in addition to entries by those who
teach economics the compendium also features candid observations from government insiders
to help readers grasp how things really work but readers will not only gain insight into specific
fields and topics they will also be able to better understand the big picture and how its pieces
fit together this unique and far reaching set often challenges conventional wisdom even as it
presents a novel synthesis of the government s research analysis and actions

Independent Schools Yearbook 2012-2013 2013-06-20
the highly respected book of reference of sought after independent schools in membership of
the independent schools council s associations hmc gsa the society of heads iaps isa and cobis

General Studies Manual Paper-1 2022 Hindi 2021-12-20
come favorire la competitività delle imprese in un territorio investendo sulla risorsa più
importante la conoscenza facendo fruttare quella disponibile e creandone di nuova a seguito di
un evento tragico il terremoto che il 6 aprile 2009 ha colpito l aquila e i comuni circostanti
alcuni studiosi e manager hanno cercato di comprendere quali fossero gli ingredienti necessari
alla ripartenza e allo sviluppo ne è emersa una proposta valida non solo per l aquila e l abruzzo
ma per tutte le imprese ed i policy maker interessati a fronteggiare la complessità che
contraddistingue questi tempi occorre spingere sulla leva dell innovazione provando a proporre
il cambiamento piuttosto che subirlo facendo massa critica di saperi e sentimenti e stabilendo i
compiti sulla base dell inventario esplicito di intelligenze in gioco questo libro è composto da
quattro capitoli preparati da altrettanti studiosi ai quali è stato chiesto di intervenire nel
dibattito ed è il condensato di un lavoro approfondito svolto da un numero molto ampio di
soggetti che hanno preso parte ad un percorso fatto di ricerca formazione attività d impresa e
responsabilità pubbliche innovazione e internazionalizzazione sono le due parole scelte per il
titolo ma esse sono la sintesi di molti concetti imprenditorialità tradizione visione cambiamento
rete fiducia competenze e tanto altro

Innovazione e internazionalizzazione
2017-04-14T00:00:00+02:00
as global business competition continues to accelerate it is imperative that managers and
executives examine all facets of an organization so that it remains successful often dynamics
such as espionage diplomacy and geopolitical atmosphere have a great impact on daily



operations of an organization however these areas are often overlooked corporate espionage
geopolitics and diplomacy issues in international business highlights strategic planning and
operations tactics in the areas of human resource management and security featuring the
impact of espionage geopolitics and diplomacy this book is an insightful reference for business
and government executives scholars graduate and undergraduate students and practitioners

Corporate Espionage, Geopolitics, and Diplomacy Issues
in International Business 2016-10-31
this book constitutes revised selected papers from the 9th international conference on critical
information infrastructures security critis 2014 held in limassol cyprus in october 2014 the 20
full and 19 short papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 74
submissions they are organized in topical sections named cyber physical systems and sensor
networks security of water systems power and energy system security security and recovery
policies cyber security and security tools and protocols

Critical Information Infrastructures Security 2016-03-24
since 2006 leading opera companies have beamed their shows to thousands of cinema screens
all over the world live opera cinema is the most successful marriage of this elaborate esoteric
artform and the silver screen in the twenty first century more people watch opera on cinema
screens than the stage but what is different about watching massenet at the multiplex
compared to a traditional stage performance is opera cinema a new hybrid artform in its own
right or merely a new way of engaging with an old one is it bringing new opera fans into the
fold is there a danger it could one day eclipse the stage altogether this book deals with these
questions by charting the history of opera transmissions exploring how digital media changes
our relationship with culture and inviting a group of opera virgins to give their impressions on
this developing cultural experience

Opera Cinema 2022-06-16
this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post workshop proceedings of the 10th
international workshop on rewriting logic and its applications wrla 2014 held as a satellite
event of etaps 2014 in grenoble france in march 2014 the 13 revised full papers presented
together with 3 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 21 submissions the
papers address a great diversity of topics in the fields of foundations and models of rl
languages based on rl rl as a logical framework rl as a semantic framework use of rl to provide
rigorous support for model based software engineering formalisms related to rl verification
techniques for rl specifications comparisons of rl with existing formalisms having analogous
aims application of rl to specification and analysis of distributed systems and physical systems



Rewriting Logic and Its Applications 2014-11-15
risk reliability and safety contains papers describing innovations in theory and practice
contributed to the scientific programme of the european safety and reliability conference esrel
2016 held at the university of strathclyde in glasgow scotland 25 29 september 2016 authors
include scientists academics practitioners regulators and other key individuals with expertise
and experience relevant to specific areas papers include domain specific applications as well as
general modelling methods papers cover evaluation of contemporary solutions exploration of
future challenges and exposition of concepts methods and processes topics include human
factors occupational health and safety dynamic and systems reliability modelling maintenance
optimisation uncertainty analysis resilience assessment risk and crisis management

Risk, Reliability and Safety: Innovating Theory and
Practice 2016-11-25
offering critical insights to the state of the art in building information modeling bim research
and development this book outlines the prospects and challenges for the field in this era of
digital revolution analysing the contributions of bim across the construction industry it
provides a comprehensive survey of global bim practices

Research Companion to Building Information Modeling
2022-03-22
this book constitutes the proceedings of the 24th international working conference on
requirements engineering foundation for software quality refsq 2018 held in utrecht the
netherlands in march 2018 the 23 full and 2 invited talks papers presented in this volume were
carefully reviewed and selected from 57 submissions the papers were organized in topical
sections named re in industrial practice nlp in theory and practice empirical insights into
traceability taming ambiguity large scale re quality requirements user and job stories
requirements alignment re previews and visions big data mindmapping and requirements
modeling

Requirements Engineering: Foundation for Software
Quality 2018-02-28
the rise of multinational enterprises mnes from emerging markets is topical important and
poses a number of questions and challenges that require considerable attention in the future
from academia as well as business management the recent takeovers of high profile companies
in developed or developing countries by non european emerging market mnes emnes such as
lenovo wanhua china hindalco india cvrd brazil cemex mexico lukoil russia etc as well as the
greenfield or brownfield investments of emerging companies such as huawei zte tata pepco etc



show a new trend where new kind of firms become major players globally emnes have become
important players in several regions around the globe ranging from the least developed
countries of africa through the developing markets in latin america and asia to the developed
countries of the united states or the european union including east central european ece
countries emnes presence on the global level has resulted in numerous studies in the
international literature but those research results barely cover emnes activities in the ece
region in the east central european eu member countries including the czech republic hungary
poland slovakia and slovenia the existing books typically focus on the investment activity of a
single country or region such as china or east asia but a comprehensive analysis is still missing
in this regard the novelty of this edited volume is that it aims at exploring emnes location
determinants strategies activities and challenges in east central europe by discussing its
anomalies to the traditional theories as well as to other types of mnes in the ece region the
authors focus on emnes not only from china but from other important emerging countries too
such as russia india south korea taiwan turkey brazil or south africa

ECEL 2020 19th European Conference on e-Learning
2020-10-29
silver medalist for the ippy award for current events in 2016 racial realities and post racial
dreams is a moral call a harkening and quickening of the spirit a demand for recognition for
those whose voices are whispered julius bailey straddles the fence of social science research
and philosophy using empirical data and current affairs to direct his empathy laced discourse
he turns his eye to president obama and his critics racism income inequality poverty and
xenophobia guided by a prophetic thread that calls like minded visionaries and progressives to
action the book is an honest look at the current state of our professed city on a hill and the
destruction left on the darker sides of town

Emerging-market Multinational Enterprises in East
Central Europe 2020-11-23
the sudden implementation of emergency health procedures at the start of the covid 19
pandemic forced many educators and educational institutions to explore new territory in terms
of policy teaching strategy and more now that many institutions are familiar with online
education innovations have been developed and implemented it is essential to study these best
practices and innovations that have been developed in remote teaching and learning to better
understand the future of online education the research anthology on remote teaching and
learning and the future of online education explores the recent developments strategies and
innovations in remote teaching and learning that have been implemented globally covering
topics such as emergency remote teaching psycho social well being and cross cultural
communication this major reference work is an indispensable resource for educators and
administrators of both k 12 and higher education pre service teachers teacher educators
librarians government officials it managers researchers and academicians



Racial Realities and Post-Racial Dreams 2015-12-30
this book constitutes revised selected papers from the 19th international conference on
information security and cryptology icisc 2016 held in seoul south korea in november december
2016 the 18 full papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 69
submissions there were organized in topical sections named protocols lattice cryptography
encryption implementation and algorithms signatures and protocol and analysis

Research Anthology on Remote Teaching and Learning
and the Future of Online Education 2022-09-02
bearing capacity of roads railways and airfields includes the contributions to the 10th
international conference on the bearing capacity of roads railways and airfields bcrra 2017 28
30 june 2017 athens greece the papers cover aspects related to materials laboratory testing
design construction maintenance and management systems of transport infrastructure and
focus on roads railways and airfields additional aspects that concern new materials and
characterization alternative rehabilitation techniques technological advances as well as
pavement and railway track substructure sustainability are included the contributions discuss
new concepts and innovative solutions and are concentrated but not limited on the following
topics unbound aggregate materials and soil properties bound materials characteritics
mechanical properties and testing effect of traffic loading in situ measurements techniques and
monitoring structural evaluation pavement serviceability condition rehabilitation and
maintenance issues geophysical assessment stabilization and reinforcement performance
modeling environmental challenges life cycle assessment and sustainability bearing capacity of
roads railways and airfields is essential reading for academics and professionals involved or
interested in transport infrastructure systems in particular roads railways and airfields

Information Security and Cryptology – ICISC 2016
2017-02-08
the sudden arrival of building information modelling bim as a key part of the building industry
is redefining the roles and working practices of its stakeholders many clients designers
contractors quantity surveyors and building managers are still finding their feet in an industry
where bim compliance can bring great rewards this guide is designed to help quantity
surveying practitioners and students understand what bim means for them and how they
should prepare to work successfully on bim compliant projects the case studies show how firms
at the forefront of this technology have integrated core quantity surveying responsibilities like
cost estimating tendering and development appraisal into high profile bim projects in addition
to this the implications for project management facilities management contract administration
and dispute resolution are also explored through case studies making this a highly valuable
guide for those in a range of construction project management roles featuring a chapter
describing how the role of the quantity surveyor is likely to permanently shift as a result of this



development as well as descriptions of tools used this covers both the organisational and
practical aspects of a crucial topic

Bearing Capacity of Roads, Railways and Airfields
2017-07-20
this proceedings volume presents the latest on the theoretical approach of the contemporary
issues evolved in strategic marketing and the integration of theory and practice it highlights
strategic research and innovative activities in marketing the contributed chapters are
concerned with using modern qualitative and quantitative techniques based on information
technology used to manage and analyze business data to discover hidden knowledge and to
introduce intelligence into marketing processes this allows for a focus on innovative
applications in all aspects of marketing of computerized technologies related to data analytics
predictive analytics and modeling business intelligence and knowledge engineering in order to
demonstrate new ways of uncovering hidden knowledge and supporting marketing decisions
with evidence based intelligent tools the chapters from the proceedings of the 5th international
conference on strategic innovative marketing 2016 cover areas such as social media marketing
innovation sustainable marketing customer satisfaction strategies customer relationship
management marketing research and analytics the papers have been written by scientists
researchers practitioners and students that demonstrate a special orientation in strategic
marketing all of whom aspire to be ahead of the curve based on the pillars of innovation this
proceedings volume shares their recent contributions to the field and showcases their
exchange of insights on strategic issues in the science of innovation marketing

BIM and Quantity Surveying 2017-07-14
this book is a printed edition of the special issue symmetry measures on complex networks that
was published in symmetry

Strategic Innovative Marketing 2017-06-02
ccc exam pointer question bank solved paper practice book nielit doeacc

Symmetry Measures on Complex Networks 2018-07-09
antarctica is the southernmost continent on earth and it is the fifth largest it is located at the
south pole in the southern hemisphere and it consists of a glacier covered landmass
surrounded by the southern ocean antarctica is the coldest driest and windiest place on earth
with a harsh and extreme environment that makes it difficult for human habitation however
despite the harsh conditions antarctica is home to unique wildlife and natural resources that
are of incredible scientific interest the continent is governed by the antarctic treaty system
which promotes scientific cooperation environmental protection and peaceful relations among



the countries that have claimed territories in antarctica the treaty also prohibits military
activity nuclear testing and mineral exploitation which helps to preserve antarctica as a
pristine and valuable scientific laboratory each year researchers from around the world travel
to antarctica to study its geology climate and biodiversity as well as to conduct experiments in
astronomy astrophysics and microbiology antarctica is also a popular tourist destination
attracting thousands of visitors who come to experience its stunning scenery unique wildlife
and extreme environment

CCC EXAM POINTER Question Bank Solved Paper &
Practice Book 2022-06-28
this open access book conceptualises the sustainable development goals as epistemic
infrastructures that connect numbers networks and governing paradigms the book approaches
quantification not merely as a tool for governing but rather as a broader epistemic system
through which global public policy is produced this book focuses on the role of international
organisations in shaping and implementing the 2030 agenda and demonstrates how the sdgs
have transformed and accelerated trends in quantification

Introduction to Antarctica 2015
a prova a verdade e o processo têm feito parte do eixo das preocupações académicas e práticas
do autor espera se que o leitor possa encontrar na presente obra para além de um incentivo
adicional à exploração dos temas nela especificamente incluídos o repositório não acabado de
algumas ideias fundamentais que têm animado as investigações do autor sobre os referidos
temas

Governing the Sustainable Development Goals
2023-06-07

Le diversità convergenti. Guida alle certificazioni
alimentari kasher, halal e di produzione biologica

Prova, Verdade e Processo
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